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Chair: Steffen Wawra, Germany
Chair: Andreas Degkwitz, Germany

1. Authoritative content to build trust in an age of information overload: The National Library Board of Singapore's experience
Puay Eng Tang, National Library Board of Singapore, Singapore
Glenn Hong, National Library Board of Singapore, Singapore
Haliza Jailani, Resource Discovery, National Library Board, Singapore

2. Digital Scholarship Skills and Librarian Training Toward Digital Scholarship Services - Case Studies of National Science Library at Chinese Academy of Sciences
Zhifang Tu, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China
Huifang Xu, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

3. Issue-oriented strategies or extensive infrastructure for digital scholarship: Reviewing the policy and projects of Japanese digital libraries and archives
Takashi Koga, Tenri University, Japan

Esraa Elsayed Abdelaziz, Arab Academy for Science and Technology, Egypt
Saleh Mesbah Kaffas, Arab Academy for Science and Technology, Egypt

5. Topic or Metadata Modeling for Cross-Disciplinary Scholarship: Challenges and Opportunities for Academic Libraries
Zheng Wang, University of Notre Dame, United States
Christina M. Leblang, University of Notre Dame, United States

6. Trust in International Digital Content: Open Access and Access to Information at the World Bank
Duncan Wambogo Omole, The World Bank Group, United States